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Precision expands with acquisition of US-based Altech Aerospace
Altech is an engineering organisation that provides services to airlines, MROs and aircraft manufacturers worldwide.
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Precision Aircraft Solutions announced today that it has reached a de nitive agreement with Altech Aerospace of Portland, Oregon, to join forces in the
aerospace industry. Altech will continue doing business under its brand name as a division of Precision.
“We are very pleased to welcome the Altech team into the Precision organisation,” said Precision president Gary Warner. “Altech brings with it strong and
complementary engineering capabilities, and we are looking forward to the new opportunities that will surely result.”
Altech is an engineering organisation that provides services to airlines, MROs and aircraft manufacturers worldwide. Its engineering team includes
structural and interior design engineers, composite design engineers and static and damage tolerance stress analysts. Founded in 2011, Altech has
doubled its industry footprint every year since.
“With the rapid growth that both Precision and Altech are experiencing, it is the perfect time for Precision to have Altech join its organization, and for us
to work together during this exciting time,” said Altech CEO and cofounder Dany Daoust.
Daoust has accepted the position of director of engineering at Precision and will focus on advancing both business lines in the aerospace industry.
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Precision Aircraft Solutions has announced its new
agreement with HAECO Americas, whereby HAECO will
provide touch labor on Precision’s 757-200PCF
passenger-tofreighter conversions at its Greensboro,
US facility.

New certi cation will provide local MRO services on
accessories speci cally, wheels, brakes and search
lights to operators in the PAC Asia region.
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